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Adjustable lanyard with steel buckle and textile handle, which allows
adjusting a length under the tension.

ADJUST
DESCRIPTION

Eye with a protector for any
EN 362 connector.

Full strength textile handle for
easy adjusting a length of the
lanyard. Guaranteed safety of
this loop in case of wrong
attachment.

Big steel buckle for adjusting
a length of the lanyard.

Identification label for product
traceability.

Strong and durable 25 mm wide
webbing.

Dural ring 28 mm

KEY FEATURES
adjustable length
anchor device
lanyard

STANDARDS

FEATURES

1019

cm

EN 354: 10
EN 795/B: 12
EN 358: 18

in

MATERIALS

one person
only

№

length
240 g / 8,5 oz
80 cm- 145 cm

unique
number

3

YEARS

warranty

TECHNICAL DATA

∅ 51.5 mm

∅ 28 mm

93% polyester
3% Carbon steel
3% Al alloy
1% polyamid

buckle dimensions

ring dimensions

length adjustment procedure
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COMPARISON
ADJUST - vs - TRACK PLUS
25 mm webbing is more narrow compared to TRACK PLUS which is 44 mm wide
Reduction of weight
Larger range of length 80 – 145 cm
Textile handle for easy adjusting a length of the lanyard
TRACK PLUS

MAINTENANCE

Lifetime of this product depends on the frequency and the environment (salt, sand, moisture, chemicals,
etc.) in which is used. Without taking wear or mechanical damage into account and in compliance with
the conditions specified in the instructions for use this product may be used 15 years from the date of
production and 10 years from the date of the first use.
However mechanical damage can occur during the first use, which can limit the lifetime of this products
only to its first use.

UV

beware
of salt

beware
of UV

30 °C

30 °C

washing

drying

beware
of chemicals

read
instruction

RECOMMENDED CONNECTORS EN 362

MATERIALS
WEIGHT

CONNECTOR GIGA

BIG CONNECTOR

SMALL CONNECTOR SMALL CONNECTOR

PALM

K3550

K3536

K3702

K3690

K01234

Aluminum alloy

Aluminum alloy

Aluminum alloy

Galvanized steel

Aluminum alloy, POM,
stainless steel

965 g

450 g

150 g

340 g

117 g

NOTES
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